Revenue
Optimizer
Optimizing Revenue Management Opportunities

The nature of the airline business is challenging and requires
airlines to continually invest in new or updated technologies as
a means to grow revenue. One particular area of focus playing
an increasingly important role in the success of an airline is
the Revenue Management (RM) system.
RM systems are used to determine the optimal price of selling
a seat at any given point in time. The information required to be
able to make this decision depends on a number of factors, not
all of which have traditionally been available.
The revenue management paradigm shift demands a holistic,
360-degree approach to forecasting, analyzing and optimizing
all revenue streams to help an airline carrier maximize its
revenues and impact profitability. It also demands breaking
down traditional departmental, data, systems and process
silos that are still prevalent today at most carriers. In essence,
airlines must become better retailers. In doing so, they will
begin to understand the principles and value of Total Revenue
Optimization (TRO).
Sabre AirVision Revenue Optimizer addresses these key
challenges by enabling airlines to adapt, evolve, and strategically
sense and respond to rapidly changing market conditions
through actionable insights, manage and optimize total revenue
beyond seats to include ancillaries and partnerships while also
empowering analysts with intuitive workflows that will drive
higher productivity from planning to execution.

Paradigm Shift
The Total Revenue Optimization continuum depicts the evolution
of airline revenue management. In this illustration, the left side
represents the evolution of traditional revenue management
of seats during the past 20 years, including the sophisticated
decision science for forecasting and optimizing leg-segment and
O&D models and variations thereof. The right side illustrates the
transformation of this paradigm aligned with airline retailing and
the need to forecast and optimize all relevant revenue streams,
including ancillaries, codeshares and partnerships.

Adapt to Changing Market Conditions in Real-time for
Improved Processes
Revenue Optimizer provides an airline with the power to make decisions based on current rather than outdated
data, leading to opportunities to increase revenues and gain a competitive advantage. With a real-time revenue
management system, the increased clarity and transparency of the data will create a more accurate picture of
market dynamics at any point in the day. Analysts can comfortably allow the revenue management system to
operate on autopilot, allowing them to spend more time focusing on strategic analysis of the data. Furthermore,
since the data collected in real-time is stored and used for historical analysis, it can provide much richer insights into
market and passenger behaviors.

Initial studies conducted by Sabre conservatively estimate about a 0.3 percent
increase in total revenue associated with the real-time aspects of revenuemanagement systems.

Enable Unmatched Commercial Planning Integration
to Enhance Decision Making
Revenue Optimizer’s integrated approach to managing inventory with revenue management controls will ensure
that analysts can accurately monitor and perform actions with confidence. Additionally, enhanced integration that
includes insights, such as the full or true origin and destination of each passenger booking will also enable an
analyst to understand the booking behavior of passengers across the network.
As revenue management evolves, understanding the entire scope of commercial planning is also vital to making the
right decisions. Imagine selling your route for $500 USD when a key competitor introduces a special promotion for
$350 USD. Revenue Optimizer overcomes this key challenge by uncovering all of the necessary data and presenting
it in an easily consumable way that allows an analyst to make decisions based on actionable insights.

Seamless portfolio integration enables smarter decision support
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Improve Analyst Productivity and Forecast Accuracy
through Advanced Analytics
Revenue Optimizer is integrated, with advanced analytics that forecast holistic and proactive views across
multiple segments, revenue streams, markets and regions of the network with targeted and intuitive
workflows. It accurately interprets large volumes of disparate data and delivers actionable insights and causal
analysis to users.
In addition, the availability of relevant information needed to understand the recommendations made drives
confidence in the solution. Analysts’ productivity improves as they manage revenue by “exception,” and focus
their energies and resources on completing more strategic initiatives for the airline.

Delivering actionable insights and causal analysis

Leverage Customer Demand Across Revenue
Streams to Drive Revenue Growth
Revenue Optimizer enables airlines to provide decision support for the retailing and merchandising facets of
their operations and assists airline personnel in understanding their passengers’ requirements. At the same
time, it allows for quick responses to competitive price, schedule and operational changes. The airline industry
has shifted to a retailing mindset. The focus on fare classes and fare rules continues to regress, replaced by an
emphasis on customer-centric knowledge with real-time data analytics and communication expertise.
One of the greatest influences over the future success of an airline’s business and competitive standing in the
market is the ability to understand who is traveling across its network and how much each passenger spends
across all revenue streams. Such detailed traveler information exists, however, current revenue-management
solutions have not incorporated the technology nor the integration required to make this data readily available and
accessible in a practical manner to support accurate, real-time decision-making that provides an airline with a
competitive edge.

Compare historical performance to optimal, achievable revenues
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Maximizing Revenue Opportunities
With Sabre Revenue Optimizer
Revenue Optimizer has transformed revenue management. For an airline to
achieve total revenue optimization, they are redirecting their focus on nontraditional areas of the business to secure new forms of revenue including;
ancillaries and expanded codeshares and partnership agreements. With
Revenue Optimizer, airlines are empowered to optimize all revenue streams,
maximize market share, and improve analyst productivity.

The Sabre Difference
Sabre Airline Solutions gives you the freedom to better market, sell, serve
and operate the way you want. When you partner with the world’s leading
provider of aviation technology, you get flexible solutions that enable you to
solve broad market problems and adapt as your business grows. Partner
with Sabre Airline Solutions to quantify the value for your airline and acquire
the technology you need to provide personalized services that win, serve
and retain your operations.

Visit our website
www.sabreairlinesolutions.com
Worldwide Headquarters
Sabre Airline Solutions
3150 Sabre Drive
Southlake, Texas 76092 USA
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Please contact our nearest regional
office for more information:

Europe, Middle East, Africa
Tel: +44 208 538 8539
Email: emea.contact@sabre.com

Asia/Pacific
Tel: +65 6215 9500
Email: contact.apac@sabre.com

The Americas
Tel: +1 682 605 6750
Email: contact.americas@sabre.com
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